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IN THIS ISSUE :

Five different heritage language teachers will be on this

week's episode talking about their challenges and

successes in the classroom. We hope you will not only tune

in and listen to the great ideas presented in episode 84,

but also comment on the website, Facebook, or Twitter

and share with us your best advice and resources for

teaching heritage language. And, if you haven't yet, please

check out episode 83 with Maria Carreira in which she
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discusses resources

available through

the National

Heritage Language

Resource Center

(NHLRC). 

http://www.weteachlang.com/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/07/06/community-giveaway-winner
https://weteachlang.com/2018/07/06/community-giveaway-winner


This week's episode response is from the teachers in

the languages department at the British International

School of Chicago, Lincoln Park. You can find them on

Twitter @BISCLPSpecs 

 

 

As we are a primary school, students receive all their lessons with their form class, and are not 

separated into Level 1, 2 etc. We therefore strive to include heritage speakers in all class 

activities. One of our Spanish teachers is half-Spanish and was educated in Wales. She says:

“As a heritage speaker who attended Spanish lessons at school, I found lessons very boring as

I was always separated and given independent tasks.” It is vital in our school, with its heritage 

speakers of all levels, that inclusion is promoted in our lessons so that these students can feel 

part of the class, whilst ensuring that they have the foundations of their language

grammatically and strengthening their oral skills. We achieve this by identifying students’

individual areas for improvement and, whilst linking with the class topics and themes, tailor

their activities to further develop their skills. This is the very nature of the personalized

learning we have in our school. Their success criteria will be linked to the whole class learning

objective so that they can participate in group tasks, but their outcome is individualized to

their specific needs. Follow us on Twitter @LanguagesBISCLP to see what our students are

achieving! 
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RESPONSE TO EPISODE 83: RESOURCES

AND RESEARCH ON TEACHING HERITAGE

LEARNERS WITH MARIA CARREIRA 

 

We are a private, international elementary school (2-11

years old). Our student body is comprised of a wide

mixture of ethnicities and heritages, with some

students speaking languages such as Spanish,

Brazilian Portuguese, Hindi, Russian, Mandarin,

Dutch, Turkish, Polish, and Korean, to name a few. 

In total our students receive 2-3 hours of French and

Spanish language instruction each week. We have 3

French heritage speakers and 42 Spanish heritage

speakers throughout the school. Our students have a

range of abilities in their heritage language, but their

oral and aural skills are generally better than their

writing and reading skills.  

Resource Corner

British International School of Chicago,

Lincoln Park 

https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/

our-schools/chicago/lincoln-park 

 

‘Our private school prepares pre-

nursery through fifth grade students to

succeed on the global stage through

our core values, personalized learning,

and innovative, hands-on

learning experiences.’ 

The Center for Applied Linguistics
has a useful informational page
on heritage language teaching  

If you want to see more from Dr.
Carreira, check out this workshop
on YouTube! 

If you want to connect with other
heritage language teachers,
check out this community from
COERLL.

In 2012, #langchat did a chat
about heritage learning, and the
chat summary is available on
the Calico website.

https://twitter.com/BISCLPSpecs
https://weteachlang.com/2018/12/14/ep-83-with-maria-carreira/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/chicago/lincoln-park
https://twitter.com/BISCLPSpecs/status/1070385128587911168
http://www.cal.org/heritage/research/faqs.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6tcRgeiGB4
https://heritagespanish.coerll.utexas.edu/
https://calicospanish.com/supporting-heritage-learners-in-the-world-language-classroom/


Reactions to past episodes:

Updates from Past Contributors

Dorie Conlon Perugini (episodes 27, 73 and 82) blogs about how to bring

intercultural can-dos to life.  In it, she details what the can-dos measure

and how they are organized. 

Albert Fernandez (episode 70) blogs about how he encourages his

students to work on their interpersonal communication.  He explains

how he reflects on his own practice and includes what he learned at

ACTFL. C
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CASLS (episode 79) wrote a post with information about their new app

called LingroToGo.  This app uses game based play to allow users to

practice Spanish and carry out specific communicative tasks. 

https://twitter.com/profnoury
http://www.aglobalclassroom.com/bringing-intercultural-can-dos-to-life/?fbclid=IwAR0BHx9xsOVW9fFMi_RckX8VLQlPkbv9qOxv7StiZQiI3rP68odM_iu8ieQ
https://senorfernie.wordpress.com/2018/12/13/putting-students-on-the-spot/
https://twitter.com/grantboulanger
https://twitter.com/MsilvaONHS
https://twitter.com/NMddx
https://twitter.com/tjeag
https://twitter.com/Kayce23Smith
https://casls.uoregon.edu/classroom-resources/lingrotogo/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/12/07/ep-82-with-lj-randolph/
https://twitter.com/HowieBermanCAE/status/1071013773044006913
https://twitter.com/jennysantilli1/status/1071371077144723456

